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Peter Naredi: a ‘can do’ leader
for Europe’s cancer surgeons

� Marc Beishon

There are somanyways cancer surgeons can help improve outcomes, andPeterNaredi embraces

themall.Adapting surgical approaches to thebiologyof acancer, spreading bestpractice,usingaudit

and transparency to raise theworst to the level of thebest are thingshe’s triedand tested inhisnative

Sweden.AsESSOpresident, henowhopes to enthuseEurope’s cancer surgeons to followhis lead.

A
s surgery is the pivotal treatment for
many typesof cancer–andwill remain
so for the foreseeable future – one
might expect that the discipline of
surgical oncology would be well

entrenched in national practice around Europe by
now, especially as somuch surgery concerns cancer.
But that is far fromthecase, reportsPeterNaredi, the
current president of the European Society of Surgi-
calOncology (ESSO).Ashenotes, it is only a recog-
nised speciality in a fewcountries, and there ismuch
more to the cancer surgeon’s role than just carrying
out operations.

“Inmanyhospitals – suchas innorthernSweden,
where I am based – there may be few medical
oncologists, and surgeons are most likely to be the
ones leading patients through their cancer journey,”
he says. “What we are emphasising at ESSO is the
need for surgeons to participate in quality and edu-
cational programmes to raise standards in oncology
surgery, and the establishment ofmultiprofessional
centres and regional working so that patients have
the best outcomes, not just from surgery but in

other areas such as diagnosis and end-of-life care.”
As he adds, there is now an unstoppable move-

ment towards auditing andpublishingoutcomedata
for hospitals andeven for individual surgeons in cer-
tain countries, driven by politicians and patient
groups. As a result, the variability of cancer out-
comes will become more apparent. Data from reg-
istries and results from multicentre trials already
show “remarkable” differencesbetween institutions
and between treatment of different tumour types
aroundEurope, and surgeons aremost often taking
the lead in diagnosis and care.

Itmightbeexpected that,with surgerybecoming
more specialised and with many surgeons focusing
only on specific areas such as urology or head and
neck, the quality of cancer treatment would be an
integral part of this trend. But organ-specialist sur-
geons do not necessarily have a detailed and up-to-
dateknowledgeof cancer, for instance itsbiologyand
multiprofessional care, which means patients may
receive suboptimal treatment, says Naredi. “What
Europe lacks is the implementation of a core
curriculum in surgical oncology, which we have
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developed at ESSO, and also the integration of
organ-specialist societies and national bodies into
ESSO and other cancer societies.”

Promoting theESSOcorecurriculumisacurrent
priority forNaredi andcolleagues, as iswidening the
society’s membership to embrace national surgical
bodies and powerful groups such as the European
AssociationofUrology,whichalonehasabout12,000
members.Audit andquality assurance is anotherpri-
ority, for example through theEuropeanRegistration
ofCancerCare (EURECCA)project,whichwas set
upbyESSOandadoptedbyECCOinitially to audit
colorectal cancer surgery aroundEurope, andwhich
could be a framework for other tumours (see
www.canceraudit.eu).

Naredi, whose day job is professor of surgery at
Umeå University, not far from the Arctic Circle in
Sweden, is himself an ideal case studyof developing
surgical and multiprofessional excellence in one of
Europe’s outposts. Since Sweden decided to estab-

lish six regional cancer centres, each focusedonkey
teachinghospitals, thenorthern regionbasedaround
Umeå has become recognised as one of the more
innovative, despite two other regions startingmuch
earlier. “This isnotprimarily aboutmoremoney,” says
Naredi. “Yes, we canmake say a 10% improvement
withmore funds,butwecanachieve30%by improv-
ing what we already have in terms of the process of
gettingpeoplewithcancer symptomsdiagnosedand
treated faster and better in the right places.”

As a general surgeonwho specialises in the ‘mid-
GI’ area – especially the liver and pancreas – he has
helped introducenew techniques to Swedish surgi-
cal oncology.Naredi alsohas a researchbackground
in basic science and continues to carry out work in
areas such as immunotherapy and chemotherapy
resistance.And as part of a general surgical team in
Gothenburg, hewas routinely involved in caring for
peoplewithdiseases suchas stage IVmelanoma.This
has given him good grounding in the challenges of
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improvingmultidisciplinary careandattracting talent
to a regional university hospital.

Above all, he adds, healthcare bureaucrats need
to allow clinicians such as surgeons the freedom to
introduceevidence-basedstructures thatwill improve
cancer outcomes, andnot force throughchange that
disempowers people. Naredi speaks from experi-
encehere: heenjoyedagooddeal of autonomywhile
at Sahlgrenska hospital inGothenburg, one of Swe-
den’s leading institutions, until amerger of threehos-
pitals created too much middle management,
prompting him to leave alongwith other colleagues.

“But for ourpartweneed to show leadership,” he
says. “We are in fact running leadership courses for
young surgeons inSweden, under theSwedishSur-
gicalSociety, becauseourprofessionhas tobeable to
tell thepoliticians andadministratorswhat is best in
healthcare.” It’s also about painting a vision of what
surgeons of the future should be doing, he adds, as
there is a degree of insecurity about their roles.

Naredi acknowledges that the European cancer
worldhasnot lackedstrongcharacters,particularly from

thesurgery side,where therehavebeenquitea fewout-
spoken and sometimes controversial senior figures.
But like many of the younger generation who have
stepped up to senior level now in oncology, he favours
a non-hierarchical, consensus-building approach that
motivates rather than forcesotherpeople toparticipate.
In his world, there is no room for the all-powerful
chief surgeonwho dominates decisionmaking.

He was the first in his family to become a doctor,
influencedbyhismother,whoworked as aRedCross
nurse. “Iwanted to be an architect at first, butwhen I
saw thekindofwork Imight bedoing, suchas interior
design inbanks, I knewIwanted todosomethingmore
meaningful and I’venever regretteddoingmedicine. I
chose surgery because I’m a practical person.”

After a residency inHalmstad hemoved to be a
ward physician in the department of surgery at
Sahlgrenska hospital in Gothenburg, where he was
able to carve out a dual surgical and research career,
focusing on cancer. “Iwas doing general surgery but
foundIwas learningmuchmore fromcancerpatients
than say those who were having gall bladder or hip
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A specialist at work.
A minimalist

approach to treating
liver metastases,

which Naredi helped
to develop, has

resulted in
significantly more

patients becoming
eligible for treatment JO
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recognitionof surgical oncologyaroundEurope,butwe
doneed to getmore surgeons interested in thebiology
of cancer and all the other aspects of treatment and
care. We need more good surgeons who understand
oncology – not just dedicated surgical oncologists.”

A surgeon can be specialised in one organ, say
breast, but still learn about techniques developed in
other areas such as the pelvis, says Naredi. All sur-
geons need to keep up to date now with new drugs
suchas targeted therapies, and the core curriculum,
he emphasises, is as much about giving hospital
departments a framework to be a surgical oncology
teachingunit as it is about individual learning.Ashe
points out, there is no validation andaccreditationof
such teaching capability as yet.

“Wehave tried to give theESSOcurriculum the
same format as the ones from ESMO [for medical
oncologists] andESTRO[for radiationoncologists],
so thatECCO’smember societieshave standardcur-
ricula,” addsNaredi. “But aswith recognition of our
speciality, I’m not a big believer in thinking that you
can just impose it at national level – we have to
work with people who join and interact with ESSO
to take ithomeandadapt it for theirownsurgical soci-
eties and institutions.

“We are not specifying detailed surgical proce-
dures in the curriculum, just guidance on the number
of procedures. The latest hands-on learning does not
belong in the curriculum. For example, in Swedenwe
invitedBillHeald fromtheUKto leadsessionsonTME
[total mesorectal excision] for rectal surgery, which
then made its way into national guidelines from our
colorectal surgical society.Our aim at ESSO is to pro-
mote the tools for implementing such best practice.”

Naredi himself benefited fromexcellent surgical
mentorship at Gothenburg, but also has a strong
researchbackground,having takenupa fellowshipat
theUniversity of California in SanDiego, where he
studiedchemotherapy resistance (mainly cisplatin),
andhe also has aPhD in tumour blood flow.Hehas
a long collaboration with Swedish tumour immu-
nologistKristofferHellstrandontheuseofhistamines

replacement operations.Everyonewith cancerhas a
different life story and there are so many feelings
involved.Youhave to listen carefully to improve out-
comes for survivors – nine out of ten women with
breast cancer in Sweden now survive.We also need
to listen to those with poor chances, such as those
withpancreatic cancer,whereweneed toknowhow
to provide good palliative care. Treating peoplewith
stage IVmelanoma, who havemiserable outcomes,
has taughtmemore than any course.” Patients need
onedoctorwhocanput together amultiprofessional
package, he says. “We shouldn’t keep sending them
to see different people to take control of their care –
they need confidence in one person.”

In the11hospitals thatcomprise the regional can-
cer centre innorthernSweden,Naredi says only two
have a department of medical oncology. “Medical
oncologists cometo theotherhospitals asconsultants
andmay seeup to20patients in aday, butwho takes
careof themafterwards? In the vastmajority of cases
it is the surgeon who will be seeing patients over a
periodof severalmonths,which iswhy it is so impor-
tant they have knowledge of surgical oncology.”

AsNaredi explains, surgical oncology is of course
about excellence in treating solid tumours (although
not in the brain, which is the domain of the neuro-
surgeon), but it also includes prevention, genetic
counselling,diagnosticandstagingprocedures, rehab-
ilitationandfollow-upcare.Andtreatment for thesur-
geon does not just mean resection, but also gaining
a thorough understanding of the biology of the dis-
eases and the use of chemo- and radiotherapy.

“AtESSOwehaveboth a core curriculumanda
European examination from the surgical section of
UEMS [European Union of Medical Specialists],
which takesplace at either our ownconferenceor at
the European Multidisciplinary Cancer Congress
everyother year. Iwason thecommittee thatupdated
the core curriculum, which can practically be done
over six years, althoughIcouldwriteacurriculumthat
would last a lifetime.

“I do not think it is important to push for more
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“We also need to listen to those with poor chances,

to know how to provide good palliative care”



and interleukin in inhibiting tumour growth, which
led toNaredi being the principal investigator in sev-
eral global phase III studies, although a lack of con-
sistent interest fromdrug companies hasmeant this
work has been very drawn out.

“As a young surgeon I was carrying out
immunotherapy as well as surgery on patients with
melanoma and renal cell carcinoma, and I kept up
research in this area and incisplatin resistancewhen
Imoved toUmeå,” saysNaredi. “But someother sci-
enceour surgical department is involved incan seem
odd – for example with colleagues in themolecular
pathogenesis centre we had a paper inCell in 2007

on the regulationof insulin inC. eleganswormcells.”
Such work is way beyond the surgical oncology

curriculum, although it does specify that a trainee
should prepare at least one scientific paper, either
original research or a review ormeta-analysis.

WhenNarediwas in SanDiego he suddenly got
threegreat joboffers: to takea seniorcolleague’splace
inGothenburg,movewith thecolleague toUmeå, or
stay inSanDiego. “I chose to goback toGothenburg
as an assistant professor, where I could continue to
benefit from great surgical leadership and also con-
tinuemy research, and had some great years before
themerger changespromptedmetomove toUmeå.”

Naredi began to specialise in liver surgery, a disci-
plineonwhichhe isnowa leadingauthority, encouraged
by Tore Schersten, a leading surgeon at Sahlgrenska.
After focusing on conventional surgery for removing
metastases,where entire lobes areusually resected, he
has taken on amethod pioneered in France, in partic-
ular by BernardNordlinger, in which smaller sections
around tumours are taken rather than whole lobes,
whichNaredi calls the ‘Swiss cheese’method.

“As longas youkeep30%of the liver youcan take
manydifferent partswith thismethod, andweknow
nowwedonothave to leave largemargins around the
tumours, only up to two millimeters, not the cen-
timeter or sowe thoughtbefore. It’s not that patients
necessarily dobetter thanwithwhole lobe resection,
butwedon’t have to excludeasmanypeople, andwe
can operate again and again on recurrences.”

Evenso, onlyone in fivepatients is currently suit-
able for resection, oftenafter chemotherapy to shrink
metastases commonly spread fromcolorectal cancer,
butNaredi reports that, in recent years, five-year sur-
vival rates for this grouphave advanced from40% to
50% in centres such as Umeå, and even to 60% in
somepatients, and such improvement is significant
because late-stage colorectal cancer is common so
there is still a large population to target. “The ‘Swiss
cheese’method is the result ofunderstandingbiology,
and is thewaywe should bedoing things in the21st
century.Mysecond liver surgeonhere ishardlydoing
any lobe resectionsnow, andwecanaimformoreeli-

“The ‘Swiss cheese’method is the result of understanding

biology, and is the way we should be doing things”
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A CURRICULUM FOR SURGICAL ONCOLOGY

ESSO has put forward its core curriculum to try to tackle the ad hocway in which
surgeons usually receive oncology training – few countries have formal national
training programmes. Naredi and colleagues note that the European Board of
Surgical Qualification in surgical oncology, from the European Union of Medical
Specialists, is probably the only formal qualification in Europe, but only five to
ten surgeons take this exam each year.
The ESSO curriculum aims for an evidence-based approach rather than the
existing ‘common sense medicine’ now in place, and should join successful
curricula from ESTRO (the radiation oncologists) and ESMO/ASCO, they say.
It includes:
� Recommendations that institutions should combine if they cannot offer
access to facilities such as basic cancer biology facilities

� A minimum of three surgical oncologists who teach
� A basic scientific curriculum that includes cancer biology, immunology and
principles of treatment

� Evaluating and conducting clinical studies and understanding the ‘principles
and pitfalls of evidence-based medicine’

� Basic clinical requirements such as diagnosis and prognosis, implementa-
tion of national guidelines, palliative surgery andmanagement of end-of-life
feelings

� Cancer surgery itself – at least 120 cancer operations is recommended, at
last half done by the trainee

� Rotations in medical oncology and radiotherapy.
The full curriculum, which Naredi says will be revisited soon to see if it needs
updating, was published in 2008 in Surgical Oncology (vol 17, pp 271–275).



we operate on, only 20% are alive after five years,
which is only four or five out of 100overall.Wemust
find it earlier and we need biomarkers and better
treatments–but inSwedenas elsewherepancreatic
cancer gets very little funding and advocacy. I don’t
caremuchabout a2% increase in survivalwithanew
drug–ahugearea for research inmyview lies inearly
detection andbetter use of imaging technologies, as
well as effective treatments.”

Henotes though that therecouldbegenuineprac-
tice-changing progress in one of his long-standing
interests, melanoma, where two targeted drugs have
recently beenapproved in theUS.Andon the surgical
side, he mentions strong results for sentinel node
trials in bothbreast cancer (ArmandoGiuliano’swork
in theUS) andmelanoma (theMSLT-I/II trials).

After escaping fromGothenburg, where he was
facedwith toomuchaimless administration,Naredi
went toUmeå as an assistant professor, and then in
2003 he became a full professor and chair of the
departmentof surgery. “Itwasmore likeacountyhos-
pitalwhen I arrived–now it is amuch larger univer-
sity institutionandUmeå isa fast-growingcollegecity.
I don’t regret themoveuphere for oneminute– and
wehavehadnoproblemattractingyoungdoctors and
researchers here.”

Apart from helping to develop the academic hos-
pital, a key advantage, he adds, has been the ability to
shapeSweden’snorthern regional cancercentrearound

its major hospital, at Umeå. “Although our gov-
ernmenthasmademistakes in forcinghospital
mergers – small places still need hospitals in

giblepatients in the future,maybe asmanyas one in
three. It’s like the way surgery for breast cancer has
moved topartial removal –more is not always better
for primary tumours and for metastases too. Rather
than taking away more to feel safe, we must learn
moreabout thebiology.But likeany recent technique,
we need to market it to get it into widespread prac-
tice, just as the pharmaceutical companies market
their drugs. It is more usual now, but I’m still giving
talks andwriting articles about it.”

Naredi adds that the liver is a challenging organ
with a great deal of three-dimensional complexity,
which iswhyhewasattracted to its surgery, and there
are other treatments such as perfusion and ablation
to consider. There is also a lot to do in trial work on
liver metastases and colorectal cancer. Testing the
impact of certain neoadjuvant (pre-surgery) treat-
ments is one important area–hementions theEuro-
peanEPOCstudy as one such trial.Other strategies
that merit being tested in trials include removing
metastases before the primary tumour and after
chemotherapy, in the expectation that there is a bet-
ter chance of eliminating cancer spread.

“Myothermain surgicalwork is in pancreatic can-
cer, where we have improved greatly the number of
patients we can operate on. Earlier, we were doing a
Whippleprocedure ononly a fewpeople–nowweare
doingasmanyas40operationsayearatUmeå.Wehave
better work-up with MRI and CT, and surgically we
have quality and skills we didn’t have 15 years ago.

“But the problem of course is that we are
detecting only one in five in time and, of those
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On the helipad.
Helicopter access
is essential for this
regional specialist
centre, which serves
a huge territory,
much of which is
covered in snow
for five months
of the year
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excels at. Cancer and death registry data are among
the most complete anywhere, and hospitals can be
interrogated on say tumour-specific data that are
missing from thecancer registry butwhere cancer is
present in thedeathdatabase.Butcancer registrydata
are strong and are largely driven by surgeons, notes
Naredi, who mentions the colorectal surgeon Lars
Påhlman in Uppsala, featured in the December
2004 issue of Cancer World. Påhlman has been
outspoken about using an initiative he helped to
develop– theSwedish rectal cancer registry in1995
(which now also covers colon) – to cut underper-
formingcentres and surgeons for oneof the tumours
forwhich treatment quality remains highly variable.

Thishad remarkable results,with surgery feedback
alonepromotingbetter outcomes for rectal thancolon
cancer, despite the latter benefiting from new
chemotherapies. “I’mnot as forceful asLars – I think
surgeons are competitive anyway and will take it on
themselves to either raise their game or stop if they
consistently figureat thebottomofoutcomes,”hesays.

Palliative care is also getting its ownnational reg-
istry, according toNaredi. “Therearemore funds from
government going into this now than toother cancer
registries and it will help us measure where we can
improve factors involved in quality of life.”

Headds that the structure of the regional cancer
centre allowspatients tobegenuinely representedat
board level. “Theycansay if theyareunhappywith the
waycare ismanaged. It’s not like sendingacomplaint
letter– theyarepart of theprocess.”Thegeneralpop-
ulation innorthernSweden is also involved inoneof
the country’s strongest biobanking projects. “We
have100,000peoplewhogivebloodat theagesof40,
50 and60, andamong themwehave identifiedpeo-
plewho laterwerediagnosedwithpancreatic cancer.
We have some unpublished work on possible pan-
creatic cancerbiomarkers fromthisuniquebiobank.”

And in any case Sweden does best overall for
cancer according to theEUROCARE-4 dataset, so
it is no surprise that other countries are looking
to emulate best practice, say in tumour-specific

“A huge area for research in my view lies in early

detection and better use of imaging technologies”
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my view – the criteria for the six regional centres,
such as on education, structure, research, the cancer
journey andpatient participation, has promotedcom-
petition on quality.We know that if we don’t improve
quality we could lose patients to other regions.”

Naredi says there is nowmucheffort spent on try-
ing to iron out the weak points in multiprofessional
working. Rather than just a narrowmultidisciplinary
tumour board, he says, there is wider participation at
meetings. “I may be the one who understands liver
metastases and the best way to do surgery, but we
jointly make the decision as to whether the patient
should have the treatment or not. We involve the
patient’s personal doctor, who often knows them
best, and we need people such as community
nurses to tell us if apatient isdepressedor inpain
– the rest of our approach could be great, but if
wemiss factors like this thepersonhas a terrible
quality of life.”

After some strugglewith the IT people,
Naredi and colleagues also now have
access to high-quality videoconfer-
encing facilities, vital tobringingmore
peopleat various locations intomeet-
ings where they are all expected to
play a role in decisionmaking.

A big and stubborn challenge,
as in most countries, is how to
reduce the numbers of patients
whoarenot referredordiagnosed
fast enough.ButNaredi feels the
variouselementsnowcombining
will make an impact on the
roughly 1 in 10 patients for
whom the process is currently
not working, for instance
because referrals arenotmade
for an expert appraisal for sur-
gery where the patient would
have been eligible.

One element is use of
data, which he says Sweden JO
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superiorityofmedical oncologists, but Ihavenot seen
any studies saying it is right.We are farmore experi-
enced in intraperitoneal treatments, for example.
But of course in large centres it will bemostlymed-
ical oncologists administering systemic therapies,
although inSwedentheyarealso radiotherapists.Like
theUKwehave theclinical oncologist speciality, and
practice does vary aroundEurope.”

Thatmay not endear him to ESMOcolleagues,
andhe is concerned tooby the lackof trials currently
runbyanotherECCOmember, theEORTC. “ESSO
doesnotdo its ownstudies andweshouldbe running
themthrough theEORTC,but at present it has very
fewof the trialsweare runningand itneedsa refresh,
otherwise we may think about doing our own pan-
European research.”

WithESSOpast-presidentCornelis vandeVelde
now president elect of ECCO, and Naredi also an
ECCOboardmember, surgical oncologydoes seem
to be in the ascendancy in Europe. “I am also presi-
dent of both the Swedish andNordic surgical soci-
eties –but it ismost important now tobe involved at
European andglobal level ifwe are going to improve
oncology, and ECCO is the right organisation for
unity and strength.”

Naredi ismarried toSilvana, a fellowprofessor at
the university, and a neuro intensive care specialist,
and they have two children, one in medical school.
Like many Swedes, he’s big on outdoor pursuits
such as cross-country skiing – just aswell as even in
April the river inUmeå is still frozen solid.

Hisplan is tocontinue todevelop the regional cen-
tre atUmeå and especially the education and leader-
ship side. “It takes years to get thequality youwant in
oncology andwemust have continuity from the edu-
cational systemand train youngdoctors tobe leaders,”
he says. InEurope, he also has nodoubt therewill be
a big expansion ofESSOas the organ-specialist soci-
eties comeonboard, andhewill continue towork on
educational courses and quality, such as with the
European audit project. And quality also applies to
time: anyone who books a meeting with Naredi that
doesn’t have a key objective had better watch out.

networks such as breast, sarcoma and colorectal.
Swedish surgeons, saysNaredi, havemorepolit-

ical clout via the Swedish Surgical Society than
counterparts in thecountry’smedical association, and
he says this more heavyweight presence applies at
European level too, andwill helpbringmoresurgeons
into ESSO. “We have a stronger voice at European
level than the organ-specialist societies, which is
one reason why I feel they will want to come under
our umbrella.We are talking at present to leaders of
the EuropeanAssociation of Urology and others in
headandneck, hepato-biliary andgynaecology soci-
eties and soonabout theirmembers joiningESSO–
most arenot currently individualmembers – so they
canhaveopenaccess toourconferences andcourses
as well as adding to our political voice.”

ESSO currently has about 2600 members and
has grown recently thanks to a policy of inviting
national society members to join. The last ESSO
conference in2010 inBordeaux attractednearly 900
people.Naredi adds that theEuropeanAssociation
of Urology is likely to be the first European organ-
specialist group to align itself with ESSO, which
could give oncology ahugeboost on thecontinent by
addressing the poor treatments that occur in some
countries thanks to the ‘suboptimal’ oncology
approach seen in certain specialities.

Like presidents of other European oncology
organisations, Naredi is keen to get more young
people involved, and mentions women surgeons
especially. “We spend a lot of our resources now on
educational events and conferences, also in col-
laboration with other societies. Good examples
are the Flims fellowship courses and the ESO–
ESSO masterclasses, which are not necessarily
pitched at elementary levels but at experienced sur-
geons too.”A young surgeons and alumni clubwas
launched at the 2010 ESSO conference.

And like theheadsof other societies, he is robust
in promoting the all-round qualities of members. “I
havenoproblemwith surgeonsdoing systemic ther-
apy – as many countries, like Sweden, do not have
regularmedicaloncologists.ESMOlikes to talkof the
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“I think surgeons are competitive anyway and will take

it on themselves to either raise their game or stop”


